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MODEL 1865
wider seat

.: SURGEON CONSOLE CHAIR
.: about the surgeon console chair
The Surgeon Console Chair was engineered and designed to provide individual comfort
and support for prolonged periods of time through its unique features. The patented
unique self-adjusting back and armrest support offers a level of ergonomic support and
comfort that the user of this specialized chair will appreciate.
• Self-adjusting built-in concave armrests built into back with spring system to allow
armrest to adjust automatically to each individual user
• High resiliency molded foam for comfort and durability
• Enersorb seat foam to reduce sitting fatigue by reducing pressure points and increasing
blood circulation
• Back is standard with built-in ratchet system for back height adjustment
• Swivel mechanism with free float or variable back angle adjustment, pneumatic height
adjustment, seat slide adjustment
• 2” Black, dual wheel, non-marking, hooded polyurethane soft wheel casters for hard floor
surfaces
• 5 prong, polished aluminum base with clear lacquer finish to maintain bright appearance
.: textile
Available in any of Nightingale’s textile collection fabrics or Morcare Healthcare Vinyl
.: overall dimensions
model 1865

w. 25”

d. 25”-27”

h. 36”-43”

s.h. 17”-22½”

wt. 46lbs

vol. 14cu.ft

s.d. 18”-20”

s.w. 19”

b.w. 24½”

b.h. 16½”-19½”

model 1864

w. 25”

d. 25”-27”

h. 36”-43”

s.h. 17”-22½”

wt. 44lbs

vol. 14cu.ft

s.d. 16½”-18½”

s.w. 17½”

b.w. 24½”

b.h. 16½”-19½”

model 1864DS

w. 25”

d. 25”-27”

h. 40½”-48”

s.h. 22½”-30”

wt. 49lb

vol. 14cu.ft

s.d. 16½”-18½”

s.w. 17½”

b.w. 24½”

b.h. 16½”-19½”

legend [ s.h. = seat height / s.d. = seat depth / s.w. = seat width / b.w. = back width / b.h. = back height ]

MODEL 1864
regular seat

MODEL 1864DS

ENERSORB™ FOAM
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